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Abstract

PLIF with PS has brought a great evolution in spinal instrumentation surgery because it enables us to perform 3-D correction and solid stabilization of the affected segment immediately after surgery. But complications of PLIF with PS, such as screw loosening, non-union and PJF have not been completely solved, especially in elderly patients with osteoporosis. Herein, we review articles focusing on PLIF with PS and its complication in the osteoporotic spine. Moreover, the current tendencies are discussed with our personal experiences in clinical cases.
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Introduction

History and current Status of PLIF and PS

PLIF with PS is very useful and has become a standard procedure of lumbar fusion surgery nowadays. It has provided a great advantage in performing 3-D correction and solid stabilization of affected segments immediately after surgery. To my best knowledge, PLIF was theoretically proposed as one of the procedures for lumbar degenerative diseases by Capener in 1932 [1]. In 1944, Briggs et al, performed the primitive PLIF procedure as an intercorpus fusion with bone chips although the fusion failed [2]. In the 1940’s–50’s, conventional PLIF without instrumentation was pioneered by Cloward to treat painful intervertebral discs, but biomechanical stability of PLIF using the autologous bone without instrumentation was too fragile to allow an early rehabilitation program at that time [3]. As a result of this downside, PLIF without instrumentation had not been accepted as a standard surgical technique until the late 1980’s. Meanwhile, Judet and Roy-Camille proposed the original idea of PS in 1970 [4]. At first, it was described in French as a pedicle screw plate for traumatic disorders in the thoracolumbar and lumbar spine, and was later written in English in 1986 [5].

There is a cornerstone article that revived the PLIF procedure. Steffee and Sitkowski stated that PLIF, in conjunction with PS, was biomechanically ideal, and reported no dislocation, absorption and pseudoarthrosis of interbody grafts in 67 patients with degenerative disorders in 1988 [6]. After this statement, numerous studies demonstrated that PLIF with PS enhanced the osteosynthesis success rate of the spinal arthrodesis in lumbar degenerative diseases. But the problem of grafted bone collapse and/or non-union, especially in the osteoporotic spine, has not been completely resolved. Allograft bone was also proposed as a PLIF material in the same decade, but it did not gain instant stability of the fixed segment. Furthermore, it introduced a risk of blood-borne pathogen transmission and decreased bone healing. Because of the disadvantages and risks, PLIF using allograft bone, has not been accepted among orthopedic surgeons.

In the 1990’s and early 2000’s, variable kinds of IBDs, which provide solid anterior column support of the functional spinal unit, were introduced and used in vivo for lumbar arthrodesis. IBD has extremely improved the biomechanical stability of PLIF with PS. Lots of articles that describe excellent outcomes of PLIF with PS& IBD have also been published [7-9]. After the development of IBD, the tri-cortical or bi-cortical strut bone graft, which had been used in the original PLIF procedure, was considered non-essential. For instance, Kanayama et al. biomechanically proved that interbody fusion constructs with threaded or non-threaded interbody cages had more solid stiffness in comparison to a calf spine in intact condition [10].

In terms of bone harvesting, the morbidity of harvesting a tri-cortical autologous graft bone from the ilium is also very significant, including a persistent donor site pain [11,12]. If PLIF could be carried out without harvesting autograft bone from the iliac crest, it could be a great benefit for both patients and orthopedic surgeons. Several authors reported clinical efficacy of PLIF using local bone with IBD instead of autologous iliac bone graft. Hashimoto et al. performed a
clinical study of 25 single-level PLIF cases using carbon cages with a mixture of the local morselized bone and bioactive ceramic granules, and their result demonstrated a 100% bone union rate including 2 cases of collapsed union [13]. In 2003, Miura et al. reported a 100% bone union rate in 32 patients who underwent PLIF using carbon cages filled with only the local bone and PS [14]. In 2007, we also reported an excellent bone union in PLIF for degenerative spondylolisthesis using 2 titanium cages filled with the excised local bone. Our fusion rate was 93.5% at an averaged 2.3 (2.0 - 4.5) years after follow-up [15].

Several disadvantages of PLIF with PS & IBD are the risks of perioperative complications, including surgical invasion and an overall high technical demand. Especially, it has a high risk of neurological complication because the affected lumbar canal is not wide enough to permit safe passage of materials into the interbody space [16,17]. In our institute, to avoid neurological complications, the inferior one-half of the lamina, and the inferior articular process are en-block excised in the cephalad vertebra. The superior articular process is partially excised at the margin of the pedicle in the caudal vertebra in the non-isthmic cases. The spinous processes, supraspinous and interspinous ligaments to the adjacent vertebra are preserved. This surgical step permits safe passage of IBDs and the local resected bone into the interbody space while the caudal and cephalad nerve roots are directly retracted. Two spacers or cages could be easily placed at the lateral portion of the interbody space [15]. In our initial series of this PLIF procedure, transient nerve root palsy and dural damage without neural deficit were recorded in 12 and 6 of 148 patients, respectively [18]. PLIF with PS & IBD can correct and stabilize the three columns of the affected spinal segment, while also allowing direct observation of the neural tissues in the posterior approach, especially when the facet joints are entirely resected. Nowadays, there is no doubt that PLIF with PS & IBD is accepted as a golden standard procedure for treatment of both degenerative and traumatic disorders. In the latest decade, minimally invasive PLIF, and transformaminal interbody fusion with PS & IBD have also been introduced and are gaining popularity as new alternatives to the conventional PLIF with PS & IBD.

Problems of PLIF with PS in the osteoporotic spine

One of the common problems of PS is screw loosening (radiolucency in the bone-screw interface on X-ray) which may lead to a backout of PS, loss of correction and final non-union of PLIF (Figures 1 and 2). PS loosening was mainly caused by cyclic caudo-cephalad toggling at the bone-screw interface when an axial compression load was transmitted through the plate or rod to the screw [19]. Loosening of PS can easily occur if PS is anchored into the osteoporotic vertebral body through the pedicle. In a selected survey of the American Back Society, the rate of screw loosening was observed in 0.81% of 617 cases, and was ranging from 0.6 to 11% in the literatures reviewed by Esses et al. [20]. It has been analyzed that several factors affecting the stability of PS, such as its length, outer diameter, design, fitness in the pedicle, BMD of the vertebra and elasticity of cancellous bone in 1980's ~90's [21,22]. In particular, BMD is supposed to be a very important parameter influencing the stability of PS [23-27]. A very high correlation between BMD and the stability of PS was studied and confirmed. Some thresholds for the implant failure in PS have also been proposed from the view point of BMD. Wittenberg has concluded that early loosening of PS may be expected at BMD less than 90mg/cc measured by QCT [24]. We also confirmed that the vertebrae with an average BMD of 95±33.3 (mean±SD) mg/ml by QCT could not be anatomically stabilized by PS alone in cadaveric specimens [27]. In general, PLIF with PS & IBD is indicative for patients with degenerative spondylolisthesis, kyphoscoliosis, and vertebral fracture and so forth to correct and stabilize the unstable deformities. But most of the patients are ironically associated with osteoporosis more or less. In 2001, we have proposed that BMD value of 0.674 ± 0.104 g/cm2 and 0.720 ± 0.078g/cm2 by DEXA in the lumbar spine is a specific threshold below which non-union and screw loosening develops, respectively when PLIF with PS & IBD is carried out in patients with lumbar degenerative disorders [28]. Improving clinical results in the current situation is a major hurdle, and unfortunately, loosing of PS is still unsolved, and is the top priority that orthopedic surgeons face.

PJF is included in PJK which is originally described as a pathological kyphotic condition adjacent to the instrumented segments in adult spinal deformity [29]. The same pathological condition often develops in the end and/or adjacent vertebra to the fused segment after multi-segmental PLIF with PS & IBD. This is another serious problem related to multi-segmental PLIF with PS & IBD in the osteoporotic spine. It rarely develops in the caudal, mostly in the cephalad portion [30]. This issue should be immediately resolved. Multiple factors affect the patho-mechanism of PJF(K), but it is mainly caused by stress concentration on the most upper or adjacent vertebra to the fused segment after surgery. Biomechanical research mentioned that PLIF with PS & IBD significantly increased
construct stiffness in comparison to the intact specimen. In 1993, Oda et al. demonstrated that the higher construct stiffness resulted in an excessive load on the adjacent segment in the fresh-frozen calf lumbar spine [31]. In addition to this study, Sodo et al. disclosed that excessive loads increased as the number of the segments fused by PLIF with PS & IBD in 2006 [32]. The NIH consensus in 2000 proposed a concept that 70–80% of bone strength was defined by BMD and 20–30% by bone quality. If the patients are suffering from spinal osteoporosis, it is imaginable that their bone strength is too weak to sustain the stress concentration after PLIF with PS & IBD, and a risk of PJF(K) is inevitably increased. Disappointingly, there are no pragmatic predictors or prophylactic measures for development of PJF(K) at the moment (Figure 3).

Numerous clinical studies and research about instrumentation surgery for the osteoporotic spine have been reported on for the last two decades. I have reviewed innovating and challenging articles related to PLIF with PS & IBD and its complication in the osteoporotic spine. All of them are very exciting and promising, and give valuable information for us, orthopedic surgeons, to better guide practice. The following representative articles are very pertinent to this discussion (Table 1).

### Challenges in PLIF with PS&IBD

**Implant material**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: List of challenging issues in PLIF with PS &amp; IBD in the osteoporotic spine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone strength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PEEK**: Wrought titanium 6Al-4V ELI alloy in IBD is corrosion resistant, strong enough to obtain the immediate stability of the fixed spinal segment, has a biologically intimate affinity to the bone tissue, and enhances bone in growth around the alloy itself [9,33]. But the titanium IBD has a disadvantage of much higher construct stiffness (110GPa) in comparison to the cortical (18GPa) or cancellous bone (4GPa). This higher construct stiffness has a side effect of stress shielding that would develop absorption of the grafted bone within the cage or around the spacer. Therefore, the bone in growth is still controversial [34]. Contrarily, PEEK was introduced to the orthopedic sphere in late 1990s’, and also has been used for a kind of IBD material. PEEK is biocompatible and radiolucent. Moreover, it has a similar construct stiffness (3.6 GPa) to the bone tissue. From the point of biomechanical characteristics, a better bone fusion in PLIF with PEEK is expected than wrought titanium 6Al-4V ELI alloy. This may be a main reason why a PEEK cage is widely preferred instead of a titanium IBD for PLIF. In 2006, Trouillier et al. reported an excellent result of PLIF for lumbar canal stenosis using PEEK and titanium cages filled with the local autologous bone [35]. Rousseau et al. also described a good result of circumferential arthrodesis with PEEK cages in 57 patients with degenerative disorders of the lumbar spine [36]. In addition, Jiya et al. demonstrated a higher fusion rate of a PEEK cage than a Poly-L-Lactide-Co-D,L-lactide cage in 2009 [37]. In spite of these good results, there still remains a concern that PEEK does not induce bone in growth on its surface. This disadvantage of PEEK cages results in a lack of bone in growth area, and might easily lead to non-union [33]. A typical case of non-union was demonstrated in Figures 4. A 79-old-female patient underwent a revision surgery at L4/5 after multiple PLIF with PS using the resected local bone and PEEK cages. The photomicrograph shows very few bone growth in the extracted PEEK cages. Sinclair et al. has pointed out that scar tissue, which is barely seen around the titanium cage, is present around the PEEK cage in the cervical spine of a gout model in 2012 [38]. Further detailed studies are expected.
to disclose the concern. In the near future, application of CFR/PEEK with or without surface hydroxyapatite coating as an IBD may solve this problem [39,40]. Surprisingly, PEEK rod systems have also been proposed by Ponnappen et al. in 2009. Their study has suggested that the PEEK rod system can greatly withstand the angular displacements of normal physiological range of motion in human cadavers. Is it really possible for a PEEK rod to sustain a physiological load in vivo after multiple segmental fusions? So far, no clinical results have been conclusive [41].

**TI2448**: TI2448, a new low-rigid titanium alloy has been developed. The elastic modulus of TI2448 is 33GPa, which is very close to bone tissue. In 2009, Sha et al. demonstrated greater callus formation and bone growth in the rodent femur fixed by a TI2448 nail than by a titanium 6Al-4V ELI nail [42]. Wang et al. demonstrated biomechanics of PLIF with TI2448 PS & IBD using a finite element analysis. Their results have suggested that the single level PLIF with TI2448 PS&IBD induces less intra-discal pressure at the adjacent level and lessens stress-shielding effects at implant-bone surface with increased stabilization performance in comparison to the titanium 6Al-4V ELI alloy [43]. TI2448 PS&IBD has a high potential to provide a better bone fusion rate and lower frequency of PJF(K). Clinical application of TI2448 PS & IBD is encouraging.

**Screw design, augmentation and novel technique**

**Screw design and augmentation**: It is well known that several factors affect the stability of PS in vivo, such as its length, outer diameter, design, fitness in the pedicle, BMD of the vertebra, elasticity of the cancellous bone. In 2010, Cho et al. annotated the biomechanics of PS-based instrumentation [44]. It is very impressive, and should be recommended reading material for clinical orthopedic surgeons because of its simple explanation of PS biomechanics. A PS with unique design has been proposed to increase the bone-screw interface stability in the osteoporotic spine. Yazu et al. has studied pullout strength of a novel-concept PS augmented with CPC in the 15 embalmed human vertebrae (average BMD, 0.866±0.370g/cm2). The PS has 20 small holes leading to a hollow part on the bottom of the thread to be filled with CPC. According to their findings, the maximum pullout strength of the novel-concept screw augmented with CPC was increased by nearly 250% in comparison to that of the conventional PS [45]. To date, clinical results of the novel-concept screw augmented with CPC have not yet been confirmed. In a clinical series, even though PMMA has a risk of exothermic reaction to the neural elements, Piñera et al. reported an efficacy of a cannulated pedicle screw augmented with PMMA in osteoporotic patients over 70 years with lumbar degenerative instability [46]. In 2005, EPS was developed to increase the PS stability in the osteoporotic spine. Lei and Wu have demonstrated a significant increase of the pull-out force and turning-back torque of EPS compared with the conventional PS [47]. They also have comparatively studied screw loosening in the osteoporotic spine between EPS and conventional PS in vivo, and concluded that EPS could decrease the risk of screw loosening and achieve better fixation strength and exhibited clinical results with very low EPS breakage in osteoporotic lumbar spine fusion in 2012 [48]. This is a very helpful result without PMMA technique, which has a risk of an exothermic reaction to the neural elements [49]. In the clinical application, orthopedic surgeons can feel that the dental thread PS facilitates faster insertion and the PS with double lead and dual threads near the pedicle provides higher insertion torque. However, their higher pullout strength has not yet been reported [44,50]. The transverse connector also increases the pullout strength. In 2001, our colleagues, Suzuki et al. demonstrated that both single and double coupling of PS provided significantly greater pullout strength than that of PS without coupling using 33 cadaveric lumbar vertebral [51]. Two transverse connectors give us the greatest axial rotatory stability. Lim et al. has advised their ideal position was one in the middle and the other at the proximal 1/8 position of the longitudinal rods, and demonstrated that diagonal trans-fixation could provide more rigidity in flexion and extension but less in lateral bending and axial rotation in comparison with horizontal trans-fixation in vitro [52,53].

**Insertional torque and new trajectories**: Measurement of insertional torque of PS both in vitro and in vivo is very simple and reliable to evaluate PS stability. In 2000, we investigated intraoperative insertional torque of PS in 62 consecutive patients, whose mean age at the surgery was 58 (34-74), with lumbar degenerative disorders. In the study, a high correlation between the insertional torque of PS and lumbar BMD of the patients was found (P<0.01), but it could not objectively predict loosening of PS in our clinical setting [54]. In 2010, Deckelmann et al. studied “cut-out” failure of PS in cadavers, and suggested that intraoperative transpedicule measurement of peak breakaway torque was technically feasible and predicted reliable local bone strength and implant failure for dorsal spinal instrumentations [55]. Moreover, Lee et al. have also confirmed that the insertional torque of a PS had a positive correlation with BMD in 181 patients with degenerative lumbar diseases in 2012. In their finding, the predictive torque (Nm) generated during PS insertion was $-0.127 + 1.62 X (BMD at the corresponding lumbar vertebrae)$ in vivo [56]. Nonetheless, it is still controversial whether the insertional torque of PS is an excellent and objective predictor of PS loosening and related failure at the moment. It mainly attributes to PS design differences among the studies. In 2009, Santoni et al. proposed CBT of PS as an alternative procedure to the conventional PS. They performed a cadaveric study, based on the insertional torque and pullout test, and have concluded a 30% increase in failure load of CBT screw in uniaxial pullout. Its juxtaposition to higher quality bone justified its use in patients with poor trabecular bone quality [57]. For sure, CBT is a novel PS technique in the lumbar spine. Matsukawa et al. have analyzed insertional torque of CBT during operation in vivo. According to their results, the insertional torque of a screw in CBT was 1.7 times higher than the conventional PS, and they have concluded that CBT of PS has a possibility that its stability is better than the conventional PS, especially in the osteoporotic spine [58]. But the mechanical stability of CBT screws in a constructed unit, such as in conjunction with PLIF, has not yet been disclosed. A further detailed study should be done.

**Improvement of vertebral bone strength**: To achieve solid bone fusion and avoid implant failure of PLIF with PS&IBD, it is very significant to increase bone strength of the vertebra as well as the implant materials and design adjustment in the osteoporotic spine. For treatment of osteoporosis, bisphosphonate is widely used to increase BMD and prevent vertebral fracture in clinical cases. Bisphosphonate mainly inhibits osteoclast-mediated bone absorption. An efficacy of bisphosphonate on the spinal fusion was...
also studied in some animal models. In 2005, Huang et al. reported rats that underwent alendronate treatment had radiologically larger and denser fusion masses than those of the controlled rats in spite of lower fusion rates [59]. In 2007, Bransford et al. also investigated an effect of zoledronic acid in an L6/7 rabbit spine fusion model [60]. Contrary to bisphosphonate, hormones PTH increase the formation of bone by stimulating osteoblastic activity. In 2012, Nakamura et al. announced that human PTH administered once per week reduced new vertebral fractures in subjects with primary osteoporosis and fracture risks [61]. Ten years before this announcement, Skripitz and Aspenberg had already reported that intermittent administration of PTH (1-34) significantly increased the mean pull-out strength of stainless-steel screws from 66 to 145N and the removal torque of it from 1.1 to 3.5 Ncm in the proximal tibia of rats. They concluded that intermittent treatment with PTH enhanced the early fixation of orthopedic implants [62]. In particular, PTH has a potential to selectively stimulate bone formation at the operated or fractured site. Hence, intermittent PTH administration has another possibility to increase excellent bone fusion and, as a result, avoid implant failure of PLIF with PS&IBD in the osteoporotic spine. In 2013, Ohtani et al., compared teriparatide and bisphosphonate treatment to reduce PS loosening in postmenopausal women with degenerative spondylolisthesis, and concluded that the incidence of PS loosening in the teriparatide group was significantly lower than that of the risedronate or the control group (p<0.05), even though their fusion method was PLF, without trying PLIF [63]. Currently, we have also been studying the effectiveness of teriparatide and bisphosphonate treatment after multi-segmental PLIF with PS &IBD. In our data, PS loosening has developed in 8.4% (17/204 screws) of the periparathine group, and in 24.3% (49/202 screws) of the bisphosphonate group. The difference was significant (P<0.01). In addition, sclerotic change around PS loosening on the X-rays was observed in 29.4% (5/17screws) of the teriparatide group, and in 91.8% (45/49 screws) of the bisphosphonate group. The difference was also significant (P<0.01) [64]. These studies suggest that intermittent administration of human PTH has a higher possibility to improve bone quality of the vertebrate, and enhance bone fusion in PLIF with PS&IBD (Figure 5). Further detailed investigations in numerous clinical cases are anticipated.

To minimize PJF(K)

PJF(K) is a pathological kyphosis adjacent to the instrumentated segments [29]. Schairer et al. retrospectively reviewed 836 adult cases who had fusion surgery for spinal deformity, and reported that 51.9 % (14/27) of the patients were re-admitted due to PJK within 90 days from surgery [65]. This rate seems to be a very high percentage compared to other surgical complications. As I mentioned before in the current review, it is biomechanically proven that the stress concentration on the most upper and adjacent vertebra to the fused segment is a critical factor that develops PJF(K) after instrumentation surgery. Further risk factors of PJF(K) have been pointed out. Kim et al., Helgeson et al. and Yagi et al. documented rigidity of the implant, all PS fixation, inclusion of the sacrum and extreme corrective force while surgery as extrinsic risk factors [66-68]. Meanwhile, Kim et al., Dewald et al. and Watanabe et al. also mentioned patients aged more than 55 years with poor bone quality and obesity as intrinsic factors [69-71]. Based on these studies, a detailed numerous analysis article about PJF(K) was proposed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Quebec in 2014. Cammarata et al. have performed biomechanical analysis of PJK through computer simulations and sensitivity tests. They have developed and validated spine models of 6 patients with adult scoliosis, and performed 576 simulations. In their conclusions, they have recommended preserving more posterior intervertebral elements above the upper instrumented vertebra, using the transverse process hook at the upper instrumented vertebra instead of PS, using tapered transition rods (if manufacturing were possible), and decreasing the sagittal preoperative rod curvature to reduce patho-mechanisms of PJK [72]. Their conclusions are very suggestive for spinal surgeons to minimize the risks of PJF(K) in osteoporotic patients who are supposed to be treated by multi-segmental PLIF with PS&IBD.

In the future

An intriguing article was published by the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery database in 2014. The study disclosed that the rate of cases with degenerative spondylolisthesis treated by posterior-approaching interbody fusion techniques increased significantly throughout the study period (2009-2011) from 13.6% to 32% (p<0.001). Why is this? The authors do not exactly explain the reasons of the tendency, and the article is unfortunately rated evidence level 4 [73]. From my perspective, the greatest advantage of PLIF with PS&IBD is that it could safely provide orthopedic surgeons complete neural decompression, 3-D correction of the deformity, and immediate, excellent stability of the fixed segments through a posterior approach alone. This merit is probably the main reason for a preference of surgeons utilizing PLIF with PS&IBD. Surgical fusion is an essential method to stabilize the lumbar spine. The procedure includes anterior lumbar interbody fusion, PLF, PLIF and PLIF plus PF. Controversy exists about what the optimum fusion procedure is. Scientific evidence to support the preference of PLIF is still lacking. In meta-analyses from seventeen comparative
studies by Liu et al., it was found that moderate-quality evidence showed PLIF was more effective than PLF for the improvement of clinical satisfaction, postoperative back pain, fusion rate and for the reduction of complications rate on the basis of four relevant randomized controlled trials and six observational studies. They have also stated that PLIF may be better than PLF and PLIF plus PLF methods in the treatment of lumbar spondylolisthesis, although the conclusions need to be treated with caution due to a lack of high quality evidence [74]. In the latest decade, LLIF, XLIF or DLIF may be inversed as new surgical maneuvers for degenerative disorders, but the comparative effectiveness and safety of LLIF/XLIF/DLIF versus PLIF has not been proven, including cost-effectiveness and indications [75]. In addition to these issues, prolonged exposure to “low-level” radiation as an occupational risk in LLIF/XLIF/DLIF remains a concern for medical personnel as much as minimally invasive PLIF [76]. Unfortunately, other surgical techniques superior to PLIF with PS&IBD could not be discovered at the present time.

The proportion of elderly people has been increasing in our globe. Out of all the advanced countries, Japan, in terms of the aging society phenomenon, is at the center of this problem. As of 2014, the rate of people over 65 years and 75 years is 25.7 % and 12.5%, respectively. Moreover, the rate of people over 65 years is rapidly increasing and estimated to rise to 33.4% by 2034, even though the total population of Japan is going to naturally decrease. This is unsurprising data, and one we must confront. Undoubtedly, the current situation of Japan is bound to develop in other countries in the near future. In 2009, based on the data of BMD in the lumbar spine, Yoshimura et al have calculated that 970,000 (160,000 males, 810,000 females) people from 40 to 79 years old would annually develop osteoporosis in Japan [77]. Even though some extent of racial differences is present, similar incidences of osteoporosis can be expected in other countries. Chin et al, also have reported that the incidence of osteoporosis among patients older than 50 years, who required spine surgery, was 14.5% in men and 51.3% in women [78]. The elderly population does not uncommonly have spinal degenerative and traumatic disorders with symptomatic 3-D deformity and instability. Thereby, orthopedic surgeons have to indicate PLIF with PS&IBD as a surgical intervention to treat these disorders more frequently in the aging societies of the future. As the previously reviewed excerpts have shown, numerous orthopedic surgeons and researchers are endeavoring to improve PLIF with PS&IBD in the osteoporotic spine. In my view, PLIF with PS&IBD will continue to be a mainstay of lumbar fusion surgery even in increasingly aging societies.
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